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EWC train the trainer & train the expert (TtT&E) 

Finding a common ground between expertise and facilitation in EWC trainings 

The goal of this course is to improve the crucial phase of EWC training preparation: the EWC agreement analysis – and become able to pedagogically 

turn it  into training sequences with a variety of pedagogical tools , without overdoing it on the dry, legal side (incl. improvement recommendations, 

comparing with the Directive, highlighting weak spots, using the chapters to deliver general input, asking opening questions,  etc.).  

  

 

Motto: the analytical skills of  understanding of EWC legal backbone (the agreement) and turning it into interesting training content, are invaluable 

EWC trainer competences, allowing to design and facilitate the high quality EWC training sessions.  

 Tuesday 24 January 2023 Wednesday 25 January 2023 Thursday 26 January 2023 

9:00-10:30 

Welcome, opening 
Intro: how to pedagogically analyse EWC 

agreements and other documents? 
brainstorming  

 

EWC as a tool for democracy 
Groupwork on how to put EWCs into wider 

societal context 

EWC as a tool for trade unions 
empowerment 

Groupwork on how to grow trade unions 
thanks to EWCs 

10:30-11:00 coffee break 

11:00-12:30 

Always start from the primary task: 
information procedure, transnationality 

and topic list 
active Directive comparison 

The most tangible feature of EWC: meetings: 
plenaries, extraordinary meetings, debriefing 

meetings, trainings 
Asking powerful questions 

Ending: how to draw attention to 
weaknesses? The example of consultation: 

effective procedure and timing 
Action planning methods 

12:30-13:30 lunch 

13:30-15:00 

Groupwork on the pedagogical tools on 
analysing I&C as EWC primary task 

transforming example agreement into 
training 

Tracing practical points in agreements 
Groupwork on tools of improving EWC 

organisational performance through training 
Departure after lunch 

15:00-15:30 coffee break 

15:30-17:00 
Having eyes open on legal: reference law, 

litigation and EWC nomination by country 
Turning legal frame into personal goal 

Is there articulation in the agreement?: EWC 
and  the IR diversity, experts, communication 

with the other actors 
Communication patterns 

 


